PART ONE

A-READING COMPREHENSION: (7pts)

1- 3 paragraphs   (1pt)

2- Last paragraph   (1pt)

3- Answering qqs (4pts)
   a- No, it isn't
   b- At all levels. Companies, governments, officials, businessmen, sports.
   c- Hinder economic growth, encourage organized crimes, undermine efforts to establish good governance.

4- Word reference: (1pt)
   a- it= corruption     b- who= politician     c- his= politician      d- it= corruption

B - TEXT - EXPLORATION : (8pts)

1- a- purposes     b- offer      c- growth     (1.5pts)

2- a- private     b- aggravate      c- increase     (1.5pts)

3- a- corrupt     b- use      c- bribe     d- govern   (1pt)

4- a- We may / will / can fight corruption provided that we respect.........( 1pt )
   b- ..................................it's high time governments take.......................( 1pt)
   c- A person who holds power should.................................................................( 1pt)

5- a- stealing     b- unethical      c- bribery      d- probity     ( 1pt )

PART TWO: WRITTEN EXPRESSION: (5pts)

2.5pts = form
2.5 = contents